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Change:
*It’s Happening, So Get Over It!*

By Sandra A. Geller, Practising Law Institute; Nancy Mulloy-Bonn, American Law Institute CLE; Patrick A. Nester, State Bar of Texas

Change is a word that scares most of us because it is easier to cling to what we know. Most of us tend to avoid the unknown, and with change, well, you just never know what it will bring.

Change is nothing new. The Big Bang was a change. Today’s weather was a change. The change that interests us as CLE professionals is change in how lawyers work and act. The Magna Carta changed things for us. More recently, the internet changed things. There are more mind-blowing, job-altering changes to come—count on it!

Essentially, every CLE professional has two options:

A. **You can fret over it, hate it, avoid it.** But that won’t stop change. Those reactions merely cause you to waste time, forego opportunity, and eliminate your chance to control your situation to the degree possible. Or,

B. **You can welcome change, take charge, and examine the possibilities that change may bring.**

**So, what’s it going to be for you?**

**PART ONE: The Nature of Change, and Your Own Reaction to It**

1. **Change is already on the horizon: it’s happening, just look around.**
Siri is already looking at long term care policies…

We heard at our plenary session, “The Future of the Legal Profession,” that change is afoot:

- law schools are not preparing students for law practice
- lawyer hiring is down
- clients are now assertive about what they will pay, who they will pay, and how they will pay
- potential clients are using non-lawyers to solve their problems
- lawyers off-shore are getting more business
- lawyer firms are being run like businesses
- ownership and control of the law firm today is different from thirty years ago

Some other changes afoot:
composition of law firms in terms of diversity
- globalization of everything, including law firms and business firms
- greater orientation towards bottom line of most law firms
- control of finance and management and training within law firms
- law firms’ use of in-house CLE
- changing American economy (that drives law firm business)
- changing EU and BRIC and other economies (that impacts American law firm business)
- increasing demand for training in American law by non-American licensees and related professionals
- delivery formats: mobile apps are not yet in adult stage: legal ramifications as well as tech ramifications
- boomers will be replaced on boards and panels by millennial
- Learning styles are changing courtesy of MOOCs, social media, the internet, etc.
- size, length, duration of items presented has changed: we are careening towards nano-particles of info, one at a time
- Interactivity while learning has changed: e-communities, social media, etc.
- pricing: free is what people are getting used to in many ways
- payment: Bitcoin, pay-pal, payment apps, etc,
- reaching target audiences: email is a historical artifact to late generations
- shift to just-in-time learning

These are just a few things mentioned at the plenary session. These things are not as provocative as the changes that cannot be mentioned because our minds in 2013 cannot even fathom them! The changes that we heard about are actually already underway, so count on them to one degree or another.

2. Change will occur that you cannot possibly imagine today: don’t look around, because you cannot see it yet.

- 
- (well, you get the idea --)

3. How do you react to change?

- Know thyself. A lot factors go into your reaction and management of change. These factors themselves will be different in various situations, various times, and various settings. But most CLE professionals react to change based on these factors.

- What is your inclination? At one pole, there are those who thrive on change (think Confucious, St. Paul, Joan of Arc, Christopher Columbus, William
Shakespeare, Queen Victoria, Ludvig von Beethoven, Marie Curie, Golda Meir, Rosa Parks, The Beatles…). And there are those who don’t (They cannot be named, because they did not make the history books…)

4. Consider your own inclinations about:
   - Fear: do you assume that change will help you or hurt you?
   - Outlook: do you assume that you can handle change, or that it is a nasty intrusion into your status quo?
   - Timing: do you figure that change is something immediate, or that it is something that will happen after you’re dead?

You can see the pattern emerge. Change is a constant, so deal with it. Work on your fear. See change as a potential benefit. Recognize that it is happening even as you read this.

PART TWO: Changes in CLE & the Practice of Law

1. How to Identify Notable Trends in Legal Practice
   - Listen to your customers; develop formal and informal modes of talking to them
   - Listen to your advisors; set up formal and/or informal groups of practitioners, academics, in-house counsel and related professionals, including lobbyists and law firm management specialists
   - Listen to every lawyer and potential lawyer’s client whom you encounter
   - Listen to colleagues: join and participate, as you find beneficial; exchange information (don’t limit yourself to bar associations and CLE groups)
   - Have a special place where this information can be stored, reviewed and shared with your staff and leaders
   - Create an organizational culture in which all employees and leaders and informal advisors understand your need to spot trends and forecast change
   - Read, read, read: to the extent that time allows, read everything that could contain information about emerging change in how lawyers live and practice
   - Create routines to gather the above information, and be religious about keeping those routines
   - Use technology to help keep you ahead of the curve. Subscribe to various RSS feeds, set up Google alerts for relevant key words or subscribe to customizable media monitoring services

2. Prepare for Changes That Are Occurring in the Ways Lawyers Learn
The old paradigm of mastering the skills and knowledge needed in many areas of practice has been overwhelmed by the magnitude of relevant knowledge available. Mastery has become a myth.

Technology and mobile devices vastly expand the ability to learn important information, and possibly even skills and techniques, “just in time”

The social components of learning are effectively being mimicked by “e-mentoring” opportunities made possible by social networking. Going forward, the best learning may occur from reading responses to one’s online cry for help to a carefully selected group of practitioners who have agreed to respond to one another within hours or minutes.

Suppose MCLE authorities come to recognize the “modern” way of learning—i.e., just in time—awarding credit for such methods. What becomes of the traditional classroom model that we hold dear?

3. Watch for Your Blind spots

- Everyone has them; if someone on your board or staff makes a comment you don’t understand, explore it…maybe that person sees something you don’t.
- Talk ‘crazy’ in safe environments, occasionally. Explore the impossible.
- Stimulate creativity – some good ideas that will shape your organization’s future might profit.

4. Prepare for Constant Change

- Have a vision; have a plan; alter it as needed
- Create an organizational climate that embraces change; lead the way
- Stay nimble with staffing: nothing is forever; give yourself and your staff the notion that you are seeking results in whatever world we are living in, not yesterday’s world. Employ nimble people; seek nimble advisors and leaders. Be ready to re-train employees and hire new talent as needed
- Be prepared to compete with yourself as your competitors won’t hesitate to do so
- Stay nimble with machines and physical plant: there are advantages to locking into long contracts and owning things, but balance those gains against the long-run advantages of being able to walk away from old delivery methods, computer systems, etc. Know what business you are in! If you were in the stagecoach business in the 19th century, you have very limited options today. But if you were in the transportation business, your old stagecoach business might today be a ZipCar franchise.
- Be deliberate: do you want to be on the bleeding edge, the cutting edge, or do you want to be a follower? Each path has risks and benefits.
5. Be Prepared for Dramatic, Sudden Change (I hope none occur, but you never know...)

Remember: these undesirable things don’t necessarily have to happen in your neighborhood to impact you – there is a domino affect on you at times. Sometimes we don’t know where a supplier’s servers are until they get knocked out.

- Fire
- Terrorist attack
- Weather catastrophes
- Floods, tornadoes, hurricanes
- Strikes at suppliers (e.g., hotel)
- Utility outages

There are no doubt many more possibilities. Think about it. What do you want to prepare for? How will you prepare? How will your team work off site and still get the job done? What will the chain of command be? Do you want/need business interruption insurance for all or some of your operations and events? Develop a business recovery/continuity plan and familiarize your staff with it. Make certain that everyone knows what to do, where to go and how to maintain contact in case of an emergency.

6. Assess Your Organization Design, Your Team, Your Physical Plant

- Are your resources ready for the next wave, as you forecast it?
- Can you expand and contract necessary resources like staff?

7. Develop Funding Sources for Change, Both Short and Long Term

8. Prepare Your Markets for Change

- It is great to be ahead of the market, but not too far ahead. It is easier to sell your customers more of what they bought last week, but that plan will wear out eventually. You will need to introduce new services, new content, new delivery modes periodically, even if you deliberately choose to follow CLE leaders.